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ABSTRACT

I have lived in Kyoto for 6 months. During the 6 months,

Kashuo Bennett

I was intrigued by the Bushido spirit in Kyoto, the core

Paul Emmons

of Bushido is the SOCIAL STRATIFICATION and HONOR UNTO

Ningning Shang

DEATH. I would like to use the architecture language to

September 12th. 2012

demonstrate the Samurai Culture. Earth, Water, Fire, and Air

Alexandria, Virginia

are the elements that I want to consider.

When the sword cut into the water, the water stopped for
a while, and then it continued flowing, so I made a “Z” shape
cut into the earth. I hope there is only a little light in
the bottom of the museum. When the glimmer falls on the
sword, the beauty of the sword will brighten up the dark
room.
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SAMURAI SWORD CULTURE

KYOTO

I love Kyoto, Japan. It is one of the most livable cities in the world. It is located in a valley, part
of the Kyoto Basin. It is surrounded by mountains from three sides, where the leaves turn red
in late October. Kyoto intrigued me with its long history and glorious culture. For most of its
history, Kyoto was the imperial capital of Japan. The origins of the city can be traced back as
far as the 6th century. Most of the buildings in Kyoto are only two or three floors high, which
gives it an ancient feeling. There is an Architecture-Nature connection in the urban fabric of
Kyoto. Shinto, the indigenous religion of Japan, teaches that everything contains a spiritual
essence, and that this innate supernatural force is above the actions of humans. I chose
the samurai sword as the inspiration for my thesis. I believe that the spiritual essence of
the Samurai Sword is Bushido (Chivalry). Bushido is predicated on the Samurai moral code
stressing frugality, loyalty, martial art mastery and honor unto death.
Bushido is the sould of Japan.
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BOSHIDO

Bushidō, literally “the way of the warrior”, is a Japanese word for the way of the samurai life.
Bushidō is deeply embedded in modern Japan.
The Bushidō code is typified by seven virtues:
Rectitude Courage Benevolence Respect Honesty Honor Loyalty
As far as I know, the core of Bushido is the SOCIAL STRATIFICATION and HONOR UNTO
DEATH.
Hierarchy is natural in Japanese society. Originally the emperor and nobility employed the
Samurai warriors. In time, they amassed enough manpower, resources and political backing
in the form of alliances with one another to establish the first samurai-dominated government.
So the concept is that samurai needs to unite and fight to become stronger and obtain a higher
social status.
DO NOT FEAR DEATH. This was the most important part of being a samurai. Bushidō is really
the “Way of Dying” or living as though one was already dead. This means that the Samurai
lives as if he were dead, and acts as though life is only a dream and death is the awakening. A
samurai must be willing to die at any moment in order to be true to his lord.
When I designed the samurai sword museum, I introduced these two concepts into the building.
The load- bearing walls and the retaining walls need to unite to fight against the transverse
thrust of the earth. Also, the shape of the sword is not a straight line but a curve. Life and death,
just like bright and dark, will meet at the two sides of the curve.
Light always appear at the end of dark, at the end of the museum, after the endless fighting
and dark, I will see the light.
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MAKING OF SAMURAI SWORD

The techniques of forging which were developed by the Japanese sword smiths are unique and

2 A softer inner core is formed by a different process of folding, using steel of lower carbon

can bear comparison with those in any other part of the world. From earliest times the functional

content, and the hard outer skin is wrapped around it.

attributes sought in a Japanese blade have been unbreakability, rigidity and cutting power. The
more purely aesthetic qualities sought by modern collectors might seem to be at variance with
these severely practical requirements but in fact it is in its fulfillment of demanding technical
norms that the essential beauty of a Japanese sword lies. It is obvious that unbreakability
depends on the iron being soft while stiffness depends on its being hard, as does cutting power.
However if the iron is hard it will snap easily and if it soft it will not cut so well. The combination
of these contradictory qualities is the greatest achievement of Japanese forging and tempering
techniques, whose three most important characteristics are as follows:
1 Hard outer skin is formed by folding over and hammering out the same piece of metal many
times. This process aids the elimination of such impurities as phosphates and sulphates and also
produces many layers (sometimes as many as one million) of metal of differing structure.

3 A hamon is formed by covering the entire blade in a clay containing charcoal ash which is
scraped away, in some places partially and in others completely, from the edge of the blade in the
desired outline priorto heating. The varying thickness of the clay results in varying rates of cooling
when the blade is quenched and these varying rates of cooling produce different crystalline
compounds of iron and carbon; in particular the rapid cooling of the edge produces a hard
martensitic crystalline structure while the slower cooling of the rest of the blade produces a softer
pearlitic structure.
These three techniques are the most characteristic and distinctive parts of the process; also
important are the shaping of the blade, the preparation of a well- formed tang, and the chiseling of
the smith’s signature.

A blade of Katana made by Muramasa in 16th century, in Tokyo National Museum. The signature is “Sei-shū Kuwana jū Muramasa” .
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http://zh.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Katana_Muramasa.JPG
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MAKING OF SAMURAI SWORD

Japanese Shinto Faith “ everything, be it mountain, animal, or tree has a kami [spirit] : the story of
creation accounts for this belief. ”

Shinto religious ceremonies, such as : prayer, cleansing rituals, and offerings to ancestors and
deities, before undertaking their craft.

The soul of the blade is believed to enter the sword at the moment the hamon is created. At this
moment, the cleansing forces of fire meet the purifying properties of water and the sword’s soul is
born. The sword emerges from the water changed. With the spirit, the sword now appears curved
and complete.

If the sword smith fails to purify himself or his smithy, then evil kami can enter both the sword
itself as well as the smithy. This could result in the production of cursed, or evil blades, meant
only for killing. If, on the other hand, the sword smith is righteous and purifies himself and his
smithy, he may produce blades that live up to their highest potential.
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